










FEATURED ARTISTS

MARY  GAYNIER
PAPER  CUTTING

ARTIST

shirts

pants

skirts

dresses

MERCÉ  CULP
4-DIMENSIONAL

ARTIST  AND  

DESIGNER  

Mercé Culp’s work

includes street art, dance,

fashion, graphic design,

and video. Urban Digitz is

the body of work she

consistently builds,

pushing her anthology of

work into the world of

fashion through her semi-

luxe apparel line, MFINITY

FASHION. Mercé has a

BFA degree in 3D Digital

Character Modeling and

Alternative Digital Print

from Bowling Green State

University. As Mercé

creates and designs

custom wearable

canvases, she remains

active in making public

art, teaching youth arts

programs, live festival

performances, and

experimental projects.

Mercé has a long history

of involvement with The

Arts Commission,

including as a Young

Artists at Work Instructor

and Accelerator Grant

Recipient. 

Mary Gaynier received a

Bachelor of Fine Arts

degree from the

University of Toledo. She

currently resides and

works in Toledo, Ohio.

Mary discovered her love

for the art of paper

cutting by accident when

she began making simple

cut paper snowflakes

during the holidays. Her

work has won numerous

awards and has been

shown in national and

international exhibitions.

Born in Los Angeles to

Shanghainese parents,

Louise studied drawing

and printmaking at the

University of California:

Santa Cruz. During her

early twenties, she

participated in numerous

group shows and

spontaneous art

installations throughout

the US, which eventually

brought her to Detroit,

where she started a

career painting murals. To

date, her floral mural work

has been displayed in

museums and public

spaces throughout the

US, including the North

Carolina Museum of Art,

the Smithsonian Archives

of American Art, and the

Wabash Arts Corridor in

Chicago. Louise currently

has two large-scale

murals in Toledo.

LOUISE  JONES
AKA  OUIZI

ARTIST

MURALIST

Phybr’s work can be

found around the country

and in many locations in

Kansas City. He has been

painting murals in KC for

more than 4 years at the

mural fest SpraySeeMo.

Some of his big works

include The Truman music

venue and the Lyric

Opera House. At his

current residency at

Upper Level Gallery he is

working on a new body of

work, which explorers

depth of character and

emotion. Through The

Arts Commission, Ken has

been an instructor for the

Young Artists at Work

program, created public

art murals, and is an

Accelerator Grant

Recipient.  

KEN  DUSHANE  I I I
AKA  PHYBR

MURALIST ,  DESIGNER ,

EDUCATOR



Lindsay Scypta holds a

BFA in Art & Design from

the New York State

College of Ceramics at

Alfred University and a

MFA from The Ohio State

University. Returning to

Ohio in 2014, she

established a studio

where she balances

teaching at the local

community college and

making. Her influences

include the stone tracery

of Gothic cathedrals,

Victorian fretwork and the

history of the dining

experience. Working

strictly with porcelain

clay, the work is thrown,

trimmed, altered and

decorated, then fired to

cone six in an electric

oxidation atmosphere.

Lindsay is a recipient of

The Arts Commission's

Merit Award.          

 

NICK  FELARIS  
MULTIMEDIA  ARTIST ,

I LLUSTRATOR ,

ANIMATOR ,  MUSIC IAN

 

 

shirts

pants

skirts

dresses

Sandra Rivers-Gill is a

poet, performer, and a

maker of mixed media art.

Her poetry has been

published in numerous

literary journals. She is the

editor of “Dopeless Hope

Fiends,” a recipient of The

Arts Commission's

Accelerator Grant, a judge

for local poetry

competitions, and enjoys

teaching poetry

workshops. Sandra is

pursuing a graduate

degree at the University

of Toledo.

SANDRA  

RIVERS -GILL  
WRITER ,  PERFORMER ,

PLAYWRIGHT

Nick Felaris is a

multimedia artist from

Toledo, OH. Creating

graffiti-influenced

drawings, animations, and

music as “Codex,” Felaris

blends his playful worlds

with surreal ideas in his

signature black-and-white

style. Active in The Arts

Commission since 2018,

Felaris has designed

salable artwork and

murals for the Young

Artists at Work Program

as a program assistant

and a senior apprentice.

Nick designed all the

branding illustrations for

this edition of Art Box.

LINDSAY  SCYPTA  
CERAMIC  ARTIST ,

EDUCATOR

NATALIE  LANESE
VISUAL  ARTIST

 

 

Natalie Lanese’s paintings,

collages, and installations

are recognized for their

punchy color palettes and

layered patterns. She has

exhibited her work

nationally and

internationally and is the

recipient of the Ohio Arts

Council’s Individual

Excellence Award and The

Arts Commission's Merit

Award. Ms. Lanese earned

an MFA degree from Pratt

Institute in Brooklyn, NY

and is a part-time painting

professor. She lives and

works in Cleveland, Ohio.

Lanese currently has

several large-scale murals

in Toledo.





Various 8.5 x 11 inch papers

Slice® Precision Cutter

Thick and thin tipped markers

Pencil and eraser

Pens

Scissors

Scotch tape

You can choose to create a very simple pattern, with just a few designs or something

more complicated, with a mixture of many different shapes and doodles. 

 

If you need a little help getting started, look around and find patterns that inspire you.

Patterns appear in nature, on clothing, wrapping paper, and more!

 

Gather your supplies, organize your workspace, and get comfortable.  

Gather supplies and get inspired 

In the Art Box Items from Home

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:

Photocopier

Technology

HAND-DRAWN

REPEATING PATTERNS
by Mercé Culp • www.urbandigitz.com

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


First, fold the paper in half. 

Select a drawing tool to begin creating your design. If you want to sketch your design first

draw with a pencil, and then trace with a marker. You can play with different thicknesses of

the markers on various parts of your design. 

 

Keep your drawing only in the middle of the paper and avoid the edges. 
 

If you are nervous about your drawing skills, relax and have fun. You got this!

Now turn the paper to the

opposite side and fold it in

half again. 

Open up the paper to see

the creases criss-cross,

breaking your design into

four sections. 

Draw a design in the center of the paper

Fold the paper



Cut through the opposite

fold in the paper. Once

again, line up your scissors

on the fold and cut the

paper in half. 

Select one side of your

paper. Line up your scissors

on one of the folds and cut

the paper in half. You can

also cut using the Slice®

Precision Cutter.

Repeat 

Swap the pieces to make the

right side trade places with

the left. Push the two pieces

together and keep your

edges lined up to maintain a

seamless pattern and

prevent your design from

shifting.

Hold the pieces together, flip

to the back, and tape them

together. 

Swap the pieces to make the

right side trade places with

the left. Push the two pieces

together and keep your

edges lined up to maintain a

seamless pattern and

prevent your design from

shifting.

 

Holding the two pieces

firmly together as one, flip

the paper over to the back. 

 

Use scotch tape to secure

the pieces back together.  

 

Cut in half Swap Flip & tape



Flip the paper to the front to reveal a new configuration of your design. Each piece of your

drawing is in the four corners.

Add more (optional step)

Make photocopies (not pictured)

Take your final design to a local copy machine. Make an even number of copies, less make a

smaller design, and more create a larger design. Lay your copies on the ground in a grid, all

pages facing the same direction. Stand over the top to see the pattern you've created!

Remember to keep your drawing only in the middle of the paper and avoid the edges. 

Reveal





Cork Marcheschi
Art Tatum Celebration Column

In the Art Tatum

Celebration Column,

piano keys dance off of

the piano and stretch

themselves into the sky.

The energy and

movement in this piece

symbolize the dynamism

of one of jazz’s greatest

musicians: Art Tatum. 



SCRAP ART N’ POETRY
by Sandra Rivers-Gill • www.sandrariversgill.com

Various 8.5 x 11 inch papers

White mixed media paper

Slice® Precision Cutter

Cardboard cutting mat

Glue stick

Collage materials (magazine,

newspapers, buttons, yarn, etc)

Scissors

Crayons

6 1/2 x 9 inch paper

Fine point black marker

Black paper for matting (optional)

A frame (optional)

Compose your own haiku

In the Art Box Items from Home

www.poets.org/poem/haiku-i-count-morning

www.readpoetry.com

Helpful websites

You will need to compose your own original haiku. What is haiku? It is a Japanese

form of poetry that focuses on an aspect of nature. While haiku takes on many forms,

we will focus on the more recognized version, in 3 unrhymed lines with 5, 7, and 5

syllables for 17 syllables (not words). I.E. warm has 1 syllable, and weather has 2

syllables. 

 

Read the poems by Sanchez and Basho below and count the syllables in each line: 

 

I count the morning (5 syllables)
Stars the air so sweet I turn (7 syllables)
River dark with sound (5 syllables)
 

-Sonya Sanchez

 

 

Inspired? Write your own haiku! You can write about insects, the ocean, leaves falling,

or the seasons; anything in nature. Use words that tell a story and bring them alive.

Think about the imagery in your language which creates emotion.

An old silent pond (5 syllables)
Frog jumps into the pond (7 syllables)
Splash! Silence again. (5 syllables)
 

-Matsuo Basho

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


Gather supplies Collage

Place the images on the 6 ½ x 9 paper.

Do not glue yet. Hint: Keep your

poem’s meaning in mind as you create.

 

Glue your images. Think outside the

box and create outside the lines! This

project is very forgiving. If a mistake is

made layer over another image.

 

You may handwrite or type your poem.

Or from magazines use letters of

varying sizes, shapes and colors. 

 

Once your ScrapArt n’ Poetry is

completed you may want to mat it

fancier using black poster and gluing

your ScrapArt n’ Poetry on top. 

 

Frame and display your work

(optional).

Think about what kind of

background you would like for your

ScrapArt . 

 

From magazines look for lots of

color, shapes and interesting images

that could fit into the theme of your

poem. Hint: If you do not find an

exact image, create it! Use

composites of other images. Cut out

your images and place them aside.

 

Cut down an 8 ½ x 11 inch sheet of

paper to the size of 6 ½ x 9 inches

and glue it to the thicker 8 ½ x 11

inch mixed media paper to create a

frame. If you like you can create

designs on your mixed media paper.          





Ken Dushane III aka Phybr
On the Wings

Foliage is at the forefront of this mural, with pastel pinks, blues, and violets

making up the leaves growing from the bottom of the mural. Creatures like

snakes and butterflies roam within the foliage. 





Transparency sheet or 

Slice® Precision Cutter

Cardboard cutting mat

Acrylic paint

Foam brush

      white mixed media paper

Black marker

Exacto knife

Palette (Paper, plastic, or glass)

Professional cutting mat (optional)

In the Art Box Items from Home

TWO LAYER

STENCIL
by Ken Dushane III aka Phybr • www.phybrart.com

Stencil art is one of humanity’s oldest

creative forms. Some of the first artists

used stencil art techniques when they

placed their hands on cave walls and

blew ground minerals over them, coating

the rock in red or black pigment and

leaving behind their palm print. Today

the stencil art techniques remain

essentially the same. Using a sheet of

paper, plastic, cardboard, or metal with a

pattern, image, or letters cut out is very

versatile, allowing artists to color a

variety of surfaces. 

 

Multi-layered stencils create images with

more detail and depth than you can

achieve with single-layered stencils. The

image is built up using two or more

different stencil layers, each layer being a

different color. In this way, you can

create more complex designs. 

 

Let's get started making your two-layer

stencil!

Introduction to stenciling

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


Create the Base Layer (1st layer) Create the Line Work (2nd layer)

Choose what to draw. I chose to draw

foliage. 

On one paper, draw your design using

only shapes. Keep the shapes separate

from one another with space in between,

like islands. 

You can draw with pencil first, and then

trace in Sharpie. Or, begin with Sharpie. 

By repeating the shapes you begin to

create a pattern. 

 

Place a second paper on top of the

Base Layer paper.

You should be able to see your

drawing underneath; if you can’t, hold

it up to a window.

Use your a pencil or black marker to

add line work on top of the shapes

you drew for the first layer.

The lines cannot connect to create a

shape- they must be drawn in line

segments.  

Make the lines thick enough so they

are able to be cut out as shapes. 



Place the cardboard cutting mat or your

professional cutting mat underneath the

paper. If you don’t have a cutting mat,

make sure you put something

underneath the paper to protect the

surface of your work space. 

Place your non-dominant hand on the

paper to hold it still. 

Hold the blade as if you were holding a

pen or pencil. 

Trace over the outlines of the shapes

with the Slice® Precision Cutter or Exacto

knife. 

Pop out the shapes when they are fully

cut out. 

Cut out the Base Layer



Place the Base Layer paper on the

canvas. 

Choose a color to paint the Base Layer. 

Squeeze a small amount of acrylic or

gouache onto your palette. If you don’t

have a palette, you can use a paper plate

or piece of cardboard. 

Use the foam brush to dab or brush

paint on the stencil. Dabbing the paint

will achieve a rougher texture. Brushing

the paint will achieve a smoother

texture. 

Gently peel up the paper from the

canvas. Rinse out your brush. 

              If you have spray adhesive, lightly spray the back of the Base Layer paper. If you

don’t have spray adhesive, you can use a couple pieces of tape to attach it to the canvas. 

Pro Tip:   

Apply Base Layer to canvas



Before cutting out the Line Work, make

sure that the lines do not connect to one

another to form a complete shape. If

they do, change it to make them line

segments instead.

The Line Work will help define the

shapes and provide more detail on the

Base Layer.

Pop out the cut out lines.

Line up the second stencil on top of

the shapes from the Base Layer. Use a

couple pieces of tape to attach the

paper on the canvas. 

Choose a color of paint that will stand

out on top of the base layer color. 

Squeeze a small amount of paint onto

your palette.

Use the foam brush to dab or brush

paint on the stencil. 

Use your non-dominant hand to hold

a pencil on top of the paper to

prevent the paint from getting

underneath the stencil. 

Gently peel up the paper from the

canvas. Set aside for paint to dry.

Cut out the Line Work Apply Line Work to canvas

Step back to look at your work!

              If you would like to continue making

stencils, you can experiment with using other

materials- like spray paint, acrylic, different

brushes, and various surfaces to work on. You

can get multiple uses out of your stencils if

you create them with transparency paper. 

Pro Tip:   





Lindsay Scypta

High Tea



REPETITIVE PATTERN

IN CLAY
by Lindsay Scypta • www.lindsayscypta.com 

Wooden dowel rod

Air dry clay

GR Pottery Form

Popsicle sticks

Sharp pencil / butter knife

Scissors

Rolling pin (to roll out clay)

Watercolor paints

Remove a handful of clay from the bag and

form into a pancake with your hands.

Remove clay from packaging

In the Art Box Items from Home

Roll out the clay - you can use the dowel

included in the art box or an item you

may have at home, such as a rolling pin.

Work from fingertip to heel of hand while

maintaining even pressure. Flip clay and

roll again. Flip clay and twist clockwise

45 degrees. Roll again. Flipping and

rolling helps to spread the clay evenly.

Continue to flip, twist and roll until you

reach your desired thickness of

approximately ¼ inches. 

Roll out clay

Foam mat

Paint brushes

Acrylic paint

Sandpaper

              Much like regular clay, air dry clay

will be affected by the humidity and

directional air flow in the room. Place

unused clay in an airtight bag immediately

after opening to ensure the longest shelf

life. Continue to monitor moisture in the

bag weekly to keep workable. Water can be

added to the clay to rehydrate. 

Pro Tip:   

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


Prepare the form

Place GR Pottery Form on the slab of clay

widest side down. Trace with a knife or

sharp pencil cutting through clay. Drag

fingers around these edges to soften. Flip

the slab over and soften from the other side. 

Don’t feel confined to the circle. Cut the

slab larger than the form in any shape you

like or include a decorative edge like a

scallop.

Making pattern

Consider opportunities for pattern and mark

making. Pull clay from your bag and make a

test slab to experiment on. Utilize the tools

included in your box. Consider cutting the

popsicle sticks into new shapes. 

Now, look around your home. Earrings,

broaches, buttons, cookie cutters, and craft

stamps, are all items you can use. Look at

your possessions with a critical eye,

focusing on their shape. 



With your new patterned

slab facing up, place the GR

Pottery Form on top with

the smaller side touching the

clay. Make sure the form is

centered on the slab. Place

one hand under your foam

mat and the other on top of

the form. Flip. 

Apply your pattern tool to the surface of your clay, by rocking your tool from left to right.

Line up your pattern and repeat. Start at the edge of the clay and work your way into the

center in a circular format. Or, consider the clay as a canvas and work left to right. 

Create the form

Cup your hands around the

form and press clay softly

against it until it begins to

take shape. 

 

Leave your clay draped on

the form to stiffen up for 20

minutes. Don’t leave your

clay on the form overnight,

as the form will retain the

moisture from your clay and

become damaged.

(Optional Step) Consider

your bottom. Do you

intend to sign your name?

Would you like to see

pattern? Are there soft

details you could add to

embellish your clay form? 

 

Don’t press too hard as it

will diminish your pattern

on the other side. 



              Clay has a memory, the more you

stretch it and lift it, the more likely it is to

warp. 

Pro Tip:   

In a few days when your clay has begun

to change colors to a brighter white, you

can come back with a soft sand paper

and remove any edges that are

undesirable. If your clay has no moisture

in it, at this point you could also paint

your dish with the acrylic paint included

in your box. Don’t be afraid to thin your

paint with water for a more washed

appearance. Or use Mod Podge for a

gloss finish. Either way, these will NOT

be food safe. I would use them for

trinkets, wrapped candies etc. Can’t wait

to see what you do!

Final touches

WARNING: FINAL PRODUCT IS NOT FOOD SAFE

Gently lift your clay off of the form and turn

it over, placing it on the foam mat right side

up. Allow time for your piece to fully dry.

                                                          The forms are wood so to make them last for

thousands of uses make sure you let them dry in between each use. Mold can easily be

washed off with dish soap and if edges get rough you can use sandpaper to smooth.

Caring for your GR Pottery Form:





Natalie Lanese

Dazzle Colonnade

Lanese’s mural uses bold

and vibrant colors that

repeat in triangles and

zigzags across the wall.

These colors contrast with

the black and white

diagonal lines that operate

as a break from the color.



POSTCARD REMIX
by Natalie Lanese • www.natalielanese.com

Blank postcard

White mixed media paper

Paint brushes

Acrylic paint

Slice® Precision Cutter

Cardboard cutting mat

Glue stick

Popsicle stick (use as squeegee)

Ruler

Pencil

Collage materials

Water for rinsing brushes

Palette (Paper, plastic or glass)

Cardstock

Scissors or Exacto knife

Paper towel or rag

Gel medium

Vinyl squeegee or clean cardboard

straight edge

Find collage materials that inspire you. For

example, I like images of patterns, food

items, and human limbs (legs and arms), so

I’ve gathered some images in those

categories from my collection of vintage

magazines.

 

If using magazines or books, find ones with

content that interests and inspires you. 

 

Organize your work space with your collage

materials, scissors, exacto, cutting mat,

adhesive and squeegee.

 

We will also be painting in this project, so

gather paint, brushes, a palette, a container

of water, and a paper towel. 

Gather supplies

In the Art Box Items from Home

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


If using paper, determine a pattern and

sketch it out with pencil (or you can

freehand it like I do, whichever feels the

most comfortable!) 

 

Pattern ideas: scallops, waves, zigzags,

stripes, circles, squiggles….you get the idea!

A pattern is made up of repeated lines or

shapes, so you can make any kind of pattern

you’d like.

 

Choose a color palette and set aside the

paints you’ll need on your palette. Mix any

colors that need to be mixed.

 

If using a found postcard, what parts do you

want to cover? What parts of the image will

remain visible? 

Choose a pattern to paint Paint!

Your decisions from above may change

as your work, and that’s okay! You made

these choices to help get started. 

 

Cover the paper in your painted pattern.

This will take some time. 

Have fun with it!



Collage

Once your piece is painted, begin experimenting with the collage materials.

Cut each image out cleanly around the edges, or to your desired shape and size. You may

choose to leave some pieces larger than your painting and trim the edges when you’re

finished gluing. You can use scissor or the Slice® tool to cut.

 

Cut out more images than you’ll need--you never know what combination or

arrangement will work the best, and the collage process is all about experimenting with

the possibilities. Since you can play with the imagery without altering the artwork, this is

a great opportunity to try out some wacky ideas.

 

Try figures, shapes, patterns on patterns, or a combination of all of these. 

 

Photograph each version, so you can reference your drafts as you continue to work. 



Glue the collage

Once you’ve decided on a composition, glue your pieces into place.

 

You may want to mark the placement of each item lightly with a pencil, just try not to make

the mark too visible. Erasing later may pull some of the collaged image’s ink from the

surface.

 

Lightly paint gel medium/apply glue stick onto the back of the collage piece AND onto the

surface you will stick it to. Be careful not to blob too much medium to avoid it bleeding out

the edges of the collage. 

 

Use a squeegee or cardboard straight edge to gently smooth any bubbles caused by the

medium. It is very important to do this gently--the collage material may be very fragile. 

Get a postcard stamp, address it, write a

love note and drop it in the mailbox. 

You may want to take a photo of your

work before you send it off! 

 

Now your friends and family get a

handmade piece of mail amidst a stack

of junk mail. 

Mail to a friend and make someone's day!

               UV varnish or gel medium will protect the collage from light and also make it more

durable if you decide to mail your postcard to someone! Gel mediums come in matte, satin,

and gloss finishes. You can also varnish with a spray varnish, which is ideal for more fragile

collages. Make sure to spray varnish in a well-ventilated space.

Pro Tip:   





Ouizi

Handmade Flowers

Ouizi shows that repetition

does not always equal

pattern. The mural gives

the viewer larger than life

perspective of flowers that

appear to be growing up

from street level.

Repetition of color: yellow,

purple, and pink, are

distributed throughout the

natural brick background.



FLORAL ABSTRACTION
Painting with a Grid by Louise Jones aka Ouizi • www.ouizi.art

8x10 inch canvas

Acrylic paint

Paint brushes

Water for rinsing brushes

Water for diluting paint

Paper towel or rag

Palette (Paper, plastic, or glass)

Pencil and eraser

Choose the image you would like to paint.

You can choose from the selection provided,

or find your own through an internet search

(Google “rose against dark background”), or

you can also take your own photo. If you

take your own photo, make sure that you

get the flower in front of a solid

background.

Pick your flower

In the Art Box

Items from Home

Smart phone or computer with internet

access

Photoleap App for smart phone or Adobe

Photoshop for computer

Photo of a flower or plant against a dark

solid background

Technology

              You want to make sure that the

flower is in focus and stands out in contrast

from the background. I like to work with

images with a dark background and a lighter

colored flower. I would also recommend

choosing a flower that doesn’t have too

many petals, such as chrysanthemums,

peonies, and dahlias (unless you want a real

challenge!). The flower I am going to use for

my painting is a rose.

Pro Tip:   

To help you mix colors: www.trycolors.com

For your reference image: www.123rf.com

Helpful websites:

WATCH THE FREE VIDEO LESSON:https://bit.ly/ArtBox419

http://www.trycolors.com/
http://www.123rf.com/
https://bit.ly/ArtBox419


For this step, you will be painting the grid

and the background at the same time. Using

a large brush with your main dark

background color, paint the entire surface of

the canvas. Then, before the paint is fully

dry, switch to a small brush and paint

various marks with a light color. 

 

Be as loose and abstract as you can with

these marks, and paint them throughout the

canvas. This will serve as the grid, and you

will paint over most of later on. 

 

Switch to a different light color and fill in the

rest of the canvas wherever you can. Let the

paint dry and take a photo of it straight on.

 

Paint the Background





http://www.trycolors.com/
http://www.trycolors.com/


Here is where you will also add detail for the center and add veins in the leaves.

Highlights and lowlights

After you have painted in the basic shape and filled in all the colors, add highlights and

lowlights to help push the realism. Mix lighter and darker colors by adding white or black.



Using a small brush, sign your painting with a contrasting color.

Finishing the background

Add leaves by filling in the background with abstract shapes, keeping it loose to make the

suggestion of out of focus leaves. You can leave some of the original grid lines if you like -

this adds dimension and depth to the background. Here is also your chance to clean up any

edges that spilled over from the flower painting.

Sign your masterpiece!







Athena Tacha

Perspective Arcade

Zig-zags of blue steel loom over the

viewer in Tacha’s sculpture. As stated

in the title, perspective is at play in

this piece. If you visit it in person, you

can walk between, under, and

through the repeated forms to see it

transform its appearance. 



Mary Gaynier

Space Odyssey

Cut paper, 2016, 32"x32"



https://bit.ly/ArtBox419










J.D. Jackson

Soliloquy on the Origins of Aboriginal Abstractions

Pa inted  i n  1976 ,  th i s  re l i e f  p iece  conta ins  abst ract  shapes

insp i red  by  Abor ig ina l  cu l tu res  f rom  a l l  over  the  wor ld .  Some

shapes  are  seen  on  the  mura l  numerous  t imes ,  whi le  others

s tand  a lone .  Black  and  whi te  are  the  on ly  co lors  used ,  and  they

take  tu rns  as  both  the  pos i t i ve  and  negat ive  space  i n  th i s  re l i e f .  

  

Have  you  ever  l ooked  up  at  the  sky  and  t r i ed  to  i dent i fy  what

the  c louds  cou ld  be?  Try  do ing  th i s  with  the  shapes  on

Jackson ’s  p iece .  What  do  the  shapes  l ook  l i ke  they  cou ld  be?  
















